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Where does innovative movement lead both the 

Metroidvania genre and gaming as a whole?

Ori and the Will of the Wisp (2019) Marvel’s Spider-Man (2018)

● Okay, so we started at Metroidvanias, narrowed that down to traversal, and 
then last time we asked how innovative movement is important to 
Metroidvania players.

● This time, I’m going to look at the impact of these findings in the broader 
sense by asking:

● Where does innovative movement lead both the Metroidvania genre and 
gaming as a whole?



Future Players
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Future Players

● The interesting part about the player demographic of Metroidvanias is that it’s 
currently in its evolving state. Throughout my research, I’ve discussed how 
these players are starting to like the movement in the games more, and that’s 
what lends itself into the future demographics of these games.

● Movement was not a core feature thought about in Metroidvania design until 
the indie boom, where developers were hoping to stand out in the back with 
intriguing mechanics that also happened to shift what the game focused on.
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Future Players

Metroidvania Movement

● Looking back at the last milestone, I broke up the games into 3 categories 
based on their movement: traditional platforming, untraditional platforming, 
and non-platforming. The majority of the genre fits into the traditional 
platforming group as of right now.

● However, more and more games are coming out that fit into the other two 
groups, and games in the traditional platforming group are also expanding 
their base movesets above the Super Metroid standard. Based on this, I think 
the demographic is shifting towards these style of Metroidvanias that have a 
greater focus and appreciation for movement.



Shadow Complex (2009) VVVVVV (2010)

Guacamelee! (2013)

Future Players

● I’ll talk about the examples that show this trend off in the next section of this 
presentation, but let’s at least set up what players are looking for in these 
games moving forward. 

● As I’ve shown in past milestones, players of these games are looking for the 
adventurous feeling these games bring with their challenges and the sense of 
mastery over the game’s mechanics. Players tended to fall into two groups: 
those that want to beef their player character up to take everything in their way 
down, and those that enjoyed the skill of mastering the new mechanics offered 
to them in order to feel like they themselves are gaining skills alongside the 
player character.

● The trend of more movement mechanics being accepted means that these two 
goals are merging, so that players can still take down all that’s in their path, 
but they have more tools that require understanding and mastery in order to 
fully utilize their capabilities.
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Future Players

● Nostalgia

● Untapped innovation

● Visibility

● The reasoning I see a push for movement in Metroidvanias lately is based on 
3 factors:

● First, the Metroidvania genre is one that is heavily associated with nostalgia. 
The genre was not toyed with much by developers until the kids who played 
those founding games while growing up started making their own games. 
These indie devs are making the games they want to and the ones they were 
inspired from their childhood by. And in a time where nostalgia is glorified and 
pop culture is constantly bringing back what people loved from their formative 
years but with new ideas, innovation in the Metroidvania genre just fits 
incredibly well. (Source 10)

● Second, as said before, there’s incentive for developers to create innovative 
systems beyond the game’s mechanics itself; the mechanics stand out in a 
growing market. The platformer genre has been heavily invested in since 
Super Mario Bros, meaning options for inventive combat have been heavily. 
The beginnings of the indie Metroidvania boom kept up the combat traditions 
of their ancestors, but eventually there wasn’t much innovation in the 
items/powerups the player received. Movement has not been as touched as 
combat and items, and therefore it’s logical that developers would head there. 

● Finally, the current age of the internet makes this a market of visibility. Just as 
many people are watching videos of a game as they are playing it. Something 
draws people towards the intrigue of seeing a cool movement system. It’s a 



● relatively untapped market that is visually appealing to watch. (Source 15)



Current Developers



OpenCritic Score: 85

Current Developers

● No “Metroidvania” 

studio

Doom (2016)

● As I said back in my first presentation, the major players in the scene right now 
are a wide range of indie developers. Unlike companies such as Bioware with 
western RPGs or id Software with shooters, there aren’t any developers that 
are known as “the Metroidvania studio”.

● However, the indie market is still pumping these games out, and they’re 
definitely starting to accept new movement options, albeit still in the platformer 
framework.

● Unfortunately, due to the recency of these games’ releases, their multiplatform 
tendency, and the fact that these games are by mostly first-time developers, 
it’s pretty difficult to tell whether the games sold well or not. However, we can 
take a look at their Opencritic aggregate scores to see how well they were 
received.
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Current Developers

● Innovation

Dandara, Yoku’s Island Express

72

● Games like Dandara and Yoku’s Island Express continue the genre’s trend of 
innovating on movement in creative and challenging ways, but the other major 
Metroidvania releases of the year are slightly more telling.

● Dandara, as said in previous presentations, has the player teleporting 
between platforms instead if moving and jumping.

○ The game’s movement systems were praised for their innovation and 
fun, but the game overall lacked much direction and was hard to 
onboard new players.

● Yoku’s Island Express, as said in previous presentations, has the player 
playing pinball with the player character to move them around the world

○ Reviews praised the game’s fresh take on the Metroidvania genre via 
the pinball system of movement and game feel
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Current Developers

● Combat and movement

Guacamelee! 2

● Guacamelee! 2 follows its predecessor’s lead of combining combat and 
traversal usage into its upgrades, with a few added new ones like the grapple 
hook and the wide array of new moves for the main character’s chicken form.

○ Reviews praised the game’s overall improvements over its 
predecessor, often specifically noting the complex-yet-accessible 
moveset that was used both for paltforming and combat challenges
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Current Developers

● Flow

Dead Cells

● Dead Cells puts a heavy emphasis on flow and momentum as the player is 
encouraged to keep moving forward, rather than staying in slow combat 
encounters.

● The forward movement is incentivized by time gates in front of secret areas 
that lock and become inaccessible if the player isn’t fast enough to reach 
them.

○ The game’s movement was not specifically praised as often as its fast 
and fluid gameplay 
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Current Developers

● Platforming mastery

The Messenger

● The Messenger’s platforming challenges take precedence over the combat 
during most levels, and really put the many movement abilities to the test. This 
doesn’t necessarily mean the movement is that innovative, but it is still tested 
for a majority of the gameplay in the game.

● There certainly are enemies to fight in the game, but the level design focuses 
heavily on enemies as obstacles in the way of platforming. This screenshot is 
just one example of a room where avoiding obstacles and using the player 
character’s abilities is the focus.

○ The level design and platforming challenges were particularly noted 
often in reviews of the game, alongside its tight controls.
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Current Developers

● Creative overall concept

Timespinner

● Timespinner’s time stop mechanic isn’t groundbreaking enough to put it into 
the untraditional platformer group, but it certainly shakes up how the player 
approaches combat and platforming.

● Sometimes players will have to stop time to avoid an enemy’s gigantic attack 
that takes up all of the player’s current space.

● The platforming of the game also requires the time stop with moving obstacles 
and blocks that need to be frozen midair to reach the next platform.

○ Many reviews mentioned that the game feels like what a modern 
Metroidvania game should be with its time manipulation mechanic, but 
felt like the concept was underutilized in the grand scheme of things



Future Risk Takers



Future Risk Takers

● Turn-based combat
Indivisible

●  Indivisible is hoping to bring turn-based combat into the Metroidvania genre 
without losing the challenging platforming that the genre is known for. The 
player will be jumping around in a Metroidvania world, but instead of attacking 
enemies in real-time combat, the player is brought into a turn-based battle 
when they interact with enemies in the world.



Future Risk Takers

● Momentum, movement in combat

Tower Hunter: Ezra’s Trial, Beyond Human

● Tower Hunter: Ezra’s Trial and Beyond Human look to be similar to Dead Cells 
and Strider in terms of adding a few cool movement tricks in order to focus on 
momentum and movement in combat. These include dashes, dives, and 
slides.



Future Risk Takers

● Innovative amalgamation

Anew: The Distant Light

● Anew: The Distant Light is an amalgamation of multiple different creative ideas 
from Aquaria, Super Mario Galaxy, Steamworld Dig 2, and Titanfall that looks 
as chaotic and bombastic as it does innovative.



Future Risk Takers

● “Combat is movement”

Mable and the Wood

● The new one I’m most excited for, Mable and The Wood sells itself with a 
descriptor from its Kickstarter: “Combat is movement: Use different attacks as 
a means of traversal, and uncover the secrets of a world you thought you 
knew.” The game allows the player character to utilize their mimic powers to 
transform into different creatures, in addition to a unique combat system.



Future Risk Takers

● New tools

Ori and the Will of the Wisp

● Finally, Ori and the Will of the Wisps is coming out in 2019, and the game 
looks to have even more options for movement including grappling and 
dashing through sand; the game even includes time trials that allow players to 
utilize these movement skills to race to a certain point on the map against 
others.



Significance of Sector



Significance of Sector

● Movement is in!

Marvel’s Spider-Man (2018)Super Mario Odyssey (2017) Gravity Rush 2 (2017) Mirror’s Edge: Catalyst (2016)

● This sector is interesting in terms of the larger gaming sphere because 
movement-based games are extremely enticing and decently popular, but it’s 
not as often discussed in comparison to combat. 

● Games like Marvel’s Spider-Man, Gravity Rush 2, Mirror’s Edge: Catalyst, and 
Super Mario Odyssey all were praised for their various movement options by 
both critics and players, so players clearly enjoy this type of gameplay.

● This study into movement-based Metroidvanias was mainly focused on why 
interesting movement worked so well for Metroidvania games and how the 
different types of movement have defined the challenges and rewards given. 
However, the lessons learned from this study can be applied pretty well to 
other genres.



Significance of Sector

● Let’s compare

Marvel’s Spider-Man (2018) Horizon: Zero Dawn (2017)

● Think about this topic in terms of open-world games. They’re similar to 
Metroidvanias in the sense that players have a large world to explore and 
navigate.

● If we compared two of the generation’s biggest open-world games, 
Spider-Man and Horizon, we see a stark difference in how the player gets 
around.



Significance of Sector

● Actively engaging

● Fun to master

● Flows nicely 

into/out of combat

Marvel’s Spider-Man (2018)

● When you swing around New York City like the hero is known for, the player is 
engaged because they find the smoothest way through the buildings with their 
swings, forward zips, and grapples.

● It’s a really fun system to play around with and try to master.
● Similarly to a Metroidvania game, it flows really nicely in and out of combat as 

the player seamlessly goes from swinging to chasing down a car full of 
criminals

● Danny O’Dwyer in his analysis of the game called it a fantastic Tony Hawk’s 
Pro Skater game because it’s really a game where the small tasks given to the 
player are a means to get them using the movement (Source 14)

● This kind of stuff is what we saw as the strengths of the Metroidvanias with 
innovative movement systems, so there’s definitely something to learn here.



Significance of Sector

● Mindless

● No distractions

Horizon: Zero Dawn (2017)

● Now compare that to Horizon’s major traversal, which is either running and 
climbing or riding a mount that the player has taken over from the wild.

● The player really doesn’t have to put much thought into traversal here. They 
just hold forward and make their way towards their waypoint.

● The player will pass herds of mechanical beasts along the way, but the mount 
is fast enough to ride past without being attacked and the only incentive the 
player gets from defeating these random herds is experience and materials, 
which isn’t particularly big of a draw.

● You essentially just move towards your goal. It isn’t satisfying. That’s okay, but 
it’s a bit of a missed opportunity.



Significance of Sector

● Engage the player

Marvel’s Spider-Man (2018) Horizon: Zero Dawn (2017)

● Both of these games have fast travel systems, but while I used Horizon’s 
constantly towards the last third of the game, I still yet to have used 
Spider-Man’s because I’m that excited to swing around and explore the city.

● Getting distracted by the multiple smaller goals on the way to the main quest is 
half of the fun of Spider-Man.

● This lesson about what types of players like movement systems and what they 
get out of it can inform any developer with an active-movement system, either 
as a major mechanic in a game like a platformer or as a way to keep players 
engaged between the areas of interest or gameplay like in open-world games.



Thank you!
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for the author to say he dislikes the genre besides that it is his opinion. This article is 
helpful because it helps pick out parts of the Metroidvania formula that don’t jive with 
every gamer. It’s important to see why people like these games and why people don’t 
like them.

17. VandenBerghe, Jason. “The 5 Domains of Play: Applying Psychology's Big 5 
Motivation 

Domains to Games.” Game Developers Conference. Game Developers 
Conference, 27 Sept. 2018, San Francisco, California.

This talk from GDC is about how Jason has been trying to find a more modern and 
detailed way of figuring out what kind of games people like based on their motivations 
in real life by converting the Big 5 from psychology to domains for game players. The 
5 domains are broken up even further and then averaged out and they seem to be 
able to define what aspects of games certain players enjoy. The creator of the talk, 
Jason VandenBerghe, is a seasoned Ubisoft developer, as well as someone who 
cited his sources and clearly did a lot of research about the topic. The talk is 
extremely helpful when it comes to defining what kind of player wants to play 
Metroidvanias and why they actually like them.

18. Wahlberg, Tobias. “Blockades in the Metroidvania Genre of Games - a 
Examination of 

Backtracking.” Uppsala Universitet, 21 Sept. 2015, 
www.diva-portal.org/smash/get/diva2:862195/ATTACHMENT01.pdf.

This thesis is about backtracking in Metroidvania games and in what ways players 
enjoy backtracking more than others in these games in comparison to games of other 
genres. It comes to the conclusion that players enjoy backtracking when something 
has changed on the return visit, whether it’s enemy placement or abilities. This thesis 
is mildly credible because it is a thesis by a game design student backed up by many 
references, but a lot of it seems based on limited data and a few pieces of evidence. 
This source is helpful because it’s one of the few studies I’ve seen into a topic that 
ravages discussion about movement and exploration in Metroidvanias. It’s nice to be 
able to reference something when stating that changes make backtracking more 
manageable.
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